DJs from Asia and Europe share secrets of the trade and talk about the migration of the DJ culture in TmPulse Beijing.
Music and art mix in Beijing

By James R. Ong

Chineses DJ Yong Bing, famous for his fast bass, funky techno-house style, at Tangue

THE MULTIMEDIA installation by German artist Wallerstein added visual texture to the music of State of Bengal.

CHINESES DJ Yong Bing, famous for his fast bass, funky techno-house style, at Tangue

DJs from Asia and Europe exchange tips and tricks of DJing.

By James R. Ong
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DJs from Germany, Singapore, UK and Indonesia share techniques and mixing styles at the workshops held by Asia-Europe Foundation’s “PnPulse Beijing” program.

Dj Kayapo (Hungary) plays his music as participants from Italy and The Netherlands look on at an art gallery café in Beijing’s Factory 79 art district.

Dj Daito Marubyo (Japan), a sound designer, plays electronic music at the lounge area of Tangue, a popular dance club in Beijing.

The Multimedia installation by German artist Wallerstein added visual texture to the music of State of Bengal.

LOCAL Chinas and foreigners danced the night away at the live performances at Tangue, which capped the PnPulse Beijing music camp.

THE MULTIMEDIA installation by German artist Wallerstein added visual texture to the music of State of Bengal.

DJs from Indonesia and Spain exchange tips and tricks of the trade at the music camp.

STATE of Bengal’s Sam Zanman, a guest DJ at the PnPulse Beijing music camp in Beijing.
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